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Abstract

This paper presents a graphical representation that fully depicts the price-time-volume dynam-
ics in a Limit Order Book (LOB). Based on this pattern representation, a clustering technique
is applied to predict market trends. The clustering technique is tested on information from
the USD/COP market. Competitive trend prediction results were found, and a benchmark for
future extensions was settled.
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1 Introduction

Every exchange market is organized as a dealership or a limit order market. Current markets
share features from both categories. However, it is possible to identify markets with a dominant
side. In a dealership market, a customer’s order is filled at a single price quoted by a specialist,
an institutional investor that is in charge of providing liquidity. The price that the specialist
provides for a certain quantity of the corresponding asset does not affect the price that it would
quote for different quantities. In dealership markets, dealers are expected to quote prices that
clear the current buy and sell pressure. Examples of markets organized as dealership markets
are NASDAQ and LSE.

In contrast, several exchange markets, including the EURONEXT and the Colombian stock
and FX markets, are organized into what is called, order-driven markets, markets that do not
have a specialized dealer. In limit order markets, participants carry on their trades submitting
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either limit orders or market order. This differentiation is important because it is directly re-
lated to the cost assumed by the agent when executing a buy/sell transaction.

Informally, a limit order is defined as an order that has to be fulfilled at a specific volume
and price. If market conditions are not adequate for executing a limit order, the latter will be
queued in what is called the limit order book until execution or cancellation, whichever occurs
first. Orders in the limit order book are organized by price, with the best prices on top. It
means the buy order with the highest price on the buy side of the book and the sell order with
the lowest price on the sell side of the book. If multiple orders have the same price, they are
organized by time of arrival following a FIFO (First In First Out) mechanism.

Figure 1: Snapshot of the limit order book on February 2nd 2011 at 10:20:09 A.M extracted
from the SETFX, the interbank exchange platform. The best fourteen prices and volumes are
presented. first column shows average prices, second column shows cumulative volume, third
column shows order volume and forth column shows order prices. Demandas, ofertas, monto,
precio stand for bids, offers, quantity and price respectively.

Figure 1 shows a snapshot of the limit order book for the Colombian exchange market on
February 2nd, 2011 at 10:20:09 A.M extracted from the SETFX, the interbank exchange plat-
form. Suppose a market agent wants to sell 750 thousand dollars at 1852.32. She has to use a
limit order. The later will be placed on the sell (right) side of the limit order book, after the
order to sell 250 thousand dollars at 1852.3 and before the order to sell 250 thousand dollars
at 1852.33. Before the new limit order could be fulfilled, orders above of it have to be executed
or canceled.

In contrast to limit orders, market orders define a specific volume and no price at which
they have to be executed. Therefore, market orders take their prices from the limit orders
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needed to be fulfilled. Now, assume that an agent delivers a market order to sell 750 thousand
dollars. Because the agent’s order is a market order, it will be matched with best limit orders
on the corresponding limit order book side. If the market order is a buy (sell) order, it will be
executed using the limit order book sell (buy) side. Therefore, the previous market order will
be fulfilled using the first two limit orders of the book buy side. The selected limit and market
orders leave the market as executed orders, and the limit order book changed.

Depending on which type of orders participants use, transaction costs will be different. Ob-
serving figure 1, if an agent wants to buy 250 thousand dollars, he has to choose between a
market or a limit order. If he decided to use a market order, the execution price would be
1851.5. If he decided to use a limit order, the best he could do is to place an order on the
top of the buy side book, for example, selecting 1851.21 as the limit price. Assuming that the
limit order is executed (remember that the latter is not guaranteed), it will be a difference of
29 cents between both transactions.

The LOB evolves discretely in time when market buyers and sellers insert, modify or delete
limit orders. However, LOB also changes when market participants demand liquidity using
market orders [3]. Formally, an LOB is considered a variable length list consisted of limit or-
ders where transactions occur at non-uniform time intervals[4].

Recently, there has been a strong interest in modeling and analyzing LOB dynamics to
extract richer information than closing prices to predict market trends [5,7–12]. Closing prices
are publicly available today to any investors, while LOB information is usually only available to
brokers or professional investors willing to pay for this extra information. However, there is not
overwhelming evidence to support the extra predictability ability of the LOB, or the problem
is too technique or market dependent. For example,[9] and [5] state that the whole LOB helps
to determine price direction, whereas [1] presents results where the further the movement from
the best quotes on the LOB, the less information they convey. On the other hand, [8] uses
changes on the LOB to forecast directly transaction price dynamics without obtaining statisti-
cally significant results. As evidence is mixed, the problem of predicting financial prices using
LOB information seems to be too technique or market dependent.

Although current electronic financial markets generate a massive amount of information,
the standard way of approaching LOB modeling has been parametric models that describe the
LOB dynamics in a compact way or flexible agent models based on simulation. See for exam-
ple [6], where a Kalman filter is used to estimate current LOB’s states from a linear dynamic
system and [2], where simulation is used to determine agents behavior when exposed to LOB
information to determine trading decisions.

Although parametric and simulation-based models are helpful to understand the dynamics
of LOBs, new efficient methods and hash functions to handle and operate LOB data are nec-
essary [13], specially if researchers and practitioners want to apply non-parametric techniques
to process LOB data. Under this circumstance, this paper starts providing a methodological
approach to managing LOB data in order to extract useful information to construct profitable
trading strategies.

This work is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the experimental setup. Section 3
shows results and discussion. Finally, Section 4 presents conclusions and extensions for future
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work.

2 Experimental Setup

This section presents a method for handling large amounts of data in financial markets. Exper-
iments were conducted using real trading data from the USD/COP market between March 1
and August 31, 2012. Complete LOB of USD/COP is rebuilt from every market event observed.

Available information includes limit order timestamps, prices, and volumes; LOB data is
summarized every minute and every 20 COP cents in the time/price domain respectively.
LOB volume was quantized in multiples of USD 250,000, the minimum trading volume for
the USD/COP market. The maximum volume observed for a particular order during the pe-
riod analyzed was 43.5 million US dollars. The maximum price found was 1,862.6 COP, and
the minimum was 1,742.2 COP.

First, this work depicts an LOB Graphical representation to facilitate human traders localize
visual patterns. The suggested visualization was built as follows:

• Book Event Aggregation: Due to USD/COP Market Depth, we chose an aggregating
interval of one minute. We suggest that more liquid markets use aggregation intervals of
30 seconds or even 1 second.

• Price quantization: LOB order prices were mapped to a discretized price grid with a
granularity of 20 COP cents. This quantization helps to deal with the LOB sparsity.

• Volume quantization: Inside the discretized price ranges for every time interval, We av-
eraged tick-by-tick volumes; the higher the averaged volume in certain price level, the
lowest the level of lightness used to represent it.

A similar representation named BookMap X-ray1 is provided by VeloxPro. This represen-
tation is also volume inspired. However, it is built in grayscale and it does not take advantage
of chromatic differences or relationships presented in data.

Definition 1. Pattern: A matrix representing aggregated volume in the LOB for a specific
window in the price/time domain.

Definition 2. Trend: A trend in financial markets represents the sign of the price movements
in a particular time interval. One last price, higher(lower) than an initial price shows a posi-
tive(negative) trend. According to the distance between prices, a trend is classified as strong or
weak.

This paper holds the assumption that frequent volume structures in the price/time domain
are informative. If repeating volume patterns were found, it would be reasonable to count every
appearance of each pattern and store the number of times that the pattern is associated with a
specific trend (in this case bullish or bearish), to calculate the probability of the pattern being
related to a given trend. This process allows labeling frequent patterns in bullish or bearish
formations with the purpose of building a classifier. More elaborate techniques to connect
patterns and price predictions could be explored, however, naive classifiers should always be
examined first to settle a benchmark for future extensions.

1http:\\www.bookmap.com.
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Figure 2: Example of the Visual Representation used over the USD/COP LOB data. Y-axis
represents USD/COP exchange rates and x-axis captures time intervals using an aggregating
one-min interval. Red means sell volume and green represents buy volume.

2.1 Pattern Exploration and Cluster Analysis.

The original 6-month dataset of LOB information was divided into two subsets. The first 70%
of the data was used to train a K-means algorithm and to learn naive market trend abilities for
each cluster. The last 30% of available data was used to test the generalization ability of the
naive classifier based on LOB image clusters.

As shown in Figure 3, the training subset LOB was used to build non-overlapping images
of the LOB centered around the bid-ask spread valid during each image. In detail, every image
patch represents 30 units of the aggregating interval chosen (in this case 1 Min) and 30 units
of the discretized price grid centered around the mid-price, calculated using the best quotes for
every image patch.

Figure 4 shows a sample of images obtained following previous procedure. No pre-processing
technique was run over the image training sample. Therefore, we have built raw LOB images
centered around the bid-ask spread representing current volume dynamics in the most interest-
ing part of the LOB. Images on Figure 4 use green for buy volume and red for sell volume. The
highest the color intensity the highest the volume at that particular price value. White spaces
correspond to an absence of volume in the bid-ask spread.

The resulting images of the training subset correspond to 875 visual LOB patches. Over
these patches, We run a K-means algorithm using Euclidean distance and K = 13. The number
of clusters was experimentally chosen in order to balance the dimensionality reduction process
and the ability to predict future market trends affected by clustering overfitting. If the cluster
number was too low, the dimensionality reduction effect is high, but the trend prediction ability
is low and vice-versa.
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Figure 3: 30 × 30 volume windows representing 30 min and 3 COP up and down from every
mid-price calculated using lowest best buy price and highest best sell price during the selected
time window. Red means sell volume and green represents buy volume.

Figure 4 presents graphically the 13 cluster centroids in the lowest-most row and a sample
of LOB image patches that belong to each image class. The cluster model learned that there
were certain LOB patches with a strong volume on one side and certain price patterns. For
example, Cluster 1 shows uptrend prices with higher sell than buy volume. Cluster 2 shows the
opposite case.

Cluster classes showed a similar frequency of occurrence except for two cases, class 10 and
5. Class 10 corresponds to an initial uptrend followed by ranging prices in a context of light
volume and class 5 corresponds to an initial downtrend followed by stable prices also in a con-
text of low volume. See Figure 5.

After obtaining clusters centroids, We replaced every sample by its corresponding class cen-
troid and determined the connection between each cluster class and a price trend during the
next time window. This information was used to construct a naive classifier based on current
visual LOB information observed.
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Figure 4: Clustering of visual patches using K-means and 13 clusters. Bottom-most row presents
a visual representation of every cluster’s centroid. Clusters in the x-axis are organized according
to their probability of being associated to a particular market trend. Clusters 12, 8, 7, 4, 10 are
related to uptrend movements, clusters 5, 6, 9, 3, 13, 11 are related to downtrend movements and
clusters 1, 2 showed a weak tendency to downtrend regimes.

Figure 6 presents conditional probabilities for all clusters organized in descending order,
according to the conditional probability of observing a positive trend in the subsequent LOB
visual patch i.e. during the next 30 mins. The training data shows that cluster 12 had the high-
est prediction power for uptrend movements and cluster 11 had the highest prediction power
for downtrend movements. There were also found some cluster classes that do not give clear
evidence of being related to a particular market trend.

2.2 Testing Performance of Cluster Analysis

After obtaining 13 cluster classes and their corresponding subsequent market trend sign, the last
30% LOB observations, 375 samples were used to test the generalization ability of the selected
cluster model. We classified market trend in the subsequent image of every visual patch and
compared forecasting results with realized price directions. Table 1 presents the corresponding
Confusion Matrix calculated over the testing dataset. The True positive rates correspond to
56.84% and 58.39% for up-trend and down-trend respectively. Moreover, as presented on Table
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Figure 5: Histogram showing how frequent patterns from each clusters are during the training
sample. X-axis presents each cluster and y-axis is observed frequency during training sample.

2, original interpretation of market trend for classes found in the training set, also persisted
during the testing set. The naive classifier showed a market trend prediction ability superior
to a random classification. These results will serve as benchmarks for future extensions focused
on taking advantage of image details to improve model’s prediction ability.

UpTrend Outcome DownTrend Outcome
UpTrend Prediction 56.84% 43.16%

DownTrend Prediction 41.61% 58.39%

Table 1: Prediction ability of the naive classifier calculated over the testing data.

Training Set Testing Set
UpTrend 12, 8, 7, 4, 10 4, 8, 7, 12, 10

DownTrend 11, 13, 3, 9, 6, 5, 2, 1 9, 6, 5, 2, 13, 11, 3, 1

Table 2: Market Trend and Cluster association calculated over the training and testing set.
Classes are presented descendently in terms of prediction strength
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Figure 6: Conditional probability distribution of future price movement in next 30-min time
window conditional to the current observation of elements from each cluster. X-axis presents
patterns from each cluster and y-axis shows observed probability during training sample.

3 Conclusions

This work introduced a novelty visual representation of the LOB used to trained a cluster
model aimed at forecasting short-term financial market trends. The model was tested on LOB
information from the USD/COP using 13 clusters, which were aligned with their corresponding
future market trend. The model’s generalization ability was tested on the last 30% observations
of the dataset using this naive classifier. Every class in the testing set kept its trend association
found during the training phrase. Moreover, the confusion matrix of the proposed classifier
showed superior classification results than random guessing. We expect these results to be a
benchmark for future extensions that will focus on learning from details of image patches to
improve model’s forecasting ability.
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